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ABSTRACT The Internet of Things (IoT) is also known as the Internet of everything. As an important

part of the new generation of intelligent information technology, the IoT has attracted the attention both of

researchers and engineers all over the world. Considering the limited capacity of smart products, the IoT

mainly uses cloud computing to expand computing and storage resources. The massive data collected by the

sensor are stored in the cloud storage server, also the cloud vulnerability will directly threaten the security and

reliability of the IoT. In order to ensure data integrity and availability in the cloud and IoT storage system,

users need to verify the integrity of remote data. However, the existing remote data integrity verification

schemes are mostly based on the RSA and BLS signature mechanisms. The RSA-based scheme has too

much computational overhead. The BLS signature-based scheme needs to adopt a specific hash function, and

the batch signature efficiency in the big data environment is low. Therefore, for the computational overhead

and signature efficiency issues of these two signature mechanisms, we propose a scheme of data integrity

verification based on a short signature algorithm (ZSS signature), which supports privacy protection and

public auditing by introducing a trusted third party (TPA). The computational overhead is effectively reduced

by reducing hash function overhead in the signature process. Under the assumption of CDHdifficult problem,

it can resist adaptive chosen-message attacks. The analysis shows that the scheme has a higher efficiency

and safety.

INDEX TERMS Internet of Things, cloud computing, provable data integrity, privacy preserving, public

auditability, short signature, ZSS signature.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the introduction and widely used of new concepts and

technologies such as mobile Internet, intelligent transporta-

tion and smart city, the number of devices connected to

the Internet is increasing and more powerful storage and

processing resources are needed. The integration of cloud

and Internet of things becomes an inevitable choice [1]. The

Internet of Things connects all entities such as computers,

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Xiaochun Cheng.

mobile devices, and wearable smart devices to the Internet,

giving them digital identities, then realizing communication

and information sharing between objects. The cloud comput-

ing is introduced to store and process the huge amount of

data collected by the IoT. Under this new network scenario,

we can use network devices to remotely monitor and control

any physical entity, makes reasonable decisions by embed-

ding communication and computing resources in physical

devices. The integration of cloud and Internet of things has

greatly improved people’s lives and work efficiency, it has

been favored by more and more people. At the same time,
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the storage security of cloud and IoT is becoming partic-

ularly important [1], [2]. At present, integration of cloud

and Internet of things is widely used in transportation sys-

tems, military, industrial manufacturing, medical care, smart

home and other fields. However, as a new technology, it is

not well secure. There exists a lot of security challenges in

the proposed architecture such as data storage and privacy

protection [3], [4].

The Internet of Things has limited storage and computing

resources. However, the cloud can conveniently provide scal-

able storage resources and powerful computing resources.

In recent years, IoT has expanded its capabilities by lever-

aging cloud resources in different ways. IoT stores data in

the storage resources provided by cloud service providers

(CSP). Also, the Internet of Things uses cloud computing

to analyze, verify and store data, which greatly reduces the

computation, storage and communication overhead of IoT

and improves efficiency. To some extent, it meets the real-

time requirements of IoT. However, as the storage resources

provided by the CSP are relatively centralized, events such as

hardware and software failures and malicious system damage

in the storage system seriously threaten the secure storage

of data. Under these circumstances, even if the data is lost

due to the damage of the cloud storage system, devices in the

Internet of Things are difficult to detect in time. Therefore,

the data integrity checking is required in the IoT storage plat-

form to ensure data integrity and availability [5]. Moreover,

with the increase of data scale collected by sensors, how to

efficiently carry out a data integrity verification (provable

data possession, PDP) in a cloud storage server, reduce the

computational overhead and communication overhead [6] of

the storage server become a big challenge in IoT’s storage

security.

In order to solve the above problem, and improve the safety

of IoT, we present a new model for data integrity verification

based on a short signature, that is, ZSS signature [7] in

this paper. The scheme can be roughly summarized as the

following:

• Our scheme supports public auditing of user data by

introducing a trusted third party (TPA). That is, users do

not have to incur additional overheads for undertaking

data.

• The scheme uses the random masking technique to

preserving data privacy.

• In the signature process, we reduce the computational

overhead of the hash function. The experimental results

show that the computational cost of this scheme is

smaller than that based on BLS.

• Under the assumption of the CDH problem, the scheme

can resist adaptive chosen-message attacks and has

high security in the random oracle model.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.

We first review the related work in Section II. Next,

Section III lists the basic concepts used in the ZSS sig-

nature mechanism. Section IV describes the basic defini-

tion and specific details of our data integrity verification

scheme. In Section V, we analyze our scheme and experi-

mental results. Finally, Section VI presents the conclusions

and future work of the study.

II. RELATED WORK

Currently, a large number of IoT applications choose to store

and process data on the cloud. The integrated network sce-

nario of cloud and IoT is widely used. Neagu et, al provided

a Cloud-IoT architecture (HM-SS) for health monitoring.

This architecture leverages the inherent advantages of cloud

computing such as scalable data storage, efficient process-

ing resources, and controlled disaster recovery to improve

the usage efficiency of sensor data. This system can help

medical institutions monitor patients’ conditions and provide

remote guidance at any time [9]. With the widespread use of

the cloud and IoT, the safety of integration is valued. Liu

et al. [6] believe that most IoT applications choose to use

the cloud to store and process data, and the cloud itself is

not secure, so ensuring data integrity for the cloud-based

Internet of Things (IoT) applications is a challenge. They pro-

posed a blockchain-based data integrity service framework

called DIaaS (Data Integrity as a Service), which enables data

integrity verification in a fully decentralized environment.

Literature [8] suggests that the integration of the Internet of

Things and cloud computing is not entirely beneficial. With

the ubiquitous computing that we will have in the future, data

security and privacy will become a bigger issue. However,

how to efficiently ensure the safety of the data. Unsurpris-

ingly, a number of data integrity checking schemes have

been proposed in the last few years. For data stored in the

cloud server of the IoT storage system, the ‘‘provable data

possession’’ (PDP) scheme can effectively verify the integrity

of remote data to ensure storage security [10].

Regarding data integrity verification, Shah et al. [11] orig-

inally proposed a message authentication code-based PDP

mechanism to verify the integrity of remote data by using

a message authentication code as authentication metadata.

However, such mechanisms only support a limited number of

verifications and users are required to store a large amount

of verification information. Storage overhead and commu-

nication overhead are large. For this reason, Venkatesh

et al. [12], [13] consider constructing the PDP mechanism

with RSA signature mechanism to check the integrity of

remote data. Although this schema supports continuously

infinite verification, it is computationally expensive for large

file operations.

Yu et al. [14] proposed an identity-based cloud data

integrity detection scheme, which solves the complex prob-

lem of traditional PDP certificate management and uses RSA

signature to support public audit and data dynamics. How-

ever, the solution proved to be a security issue and vulnerable

to data recovery attacks. Subsequently, Xu et al. [15] pro-

posed a new identity-based public auditing scheme based on

RSA signature for Yu’s scheme.

For batch integrity verification of multiple copies of data,

Liu et al. [16] proposed a multi-replica PDP scheme based on
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multi-replicaMerkle hash tree, all replica blocks for each data

block are organized into a same replica sub- tree. It supports

full dynamic data updates, authentication of block indices and

verification of updates for multiple replicas at the same time.

Rajendran et al. [17] proposed identity-based PDP imple-

mentation using IBS scheme is suitable for integrity detection

of data in multiple cloud storage. Liu et al. [16] proposed

MUR-DPA audit scheme, which adopts the authenticated data

structure (ADS) based on theMerkle hash tree (MHT) to real-

ize dynamic data update, public audit and integrity authenti-

cation for multiple copies. Chen [18] constructs an algebraic

signature-based remote data availability verification protocol

with high efficiency and supports infinite verification. How-

ever, this protocol requires frequent challenge-update checks

to achieve unlimited authentication, resulting in additional

communication and computational overhead for the user.

Fu et al. [19] proved that the protocol proposed by Chen

is vulnerable to replay attacks by malicious cloud servers,

which may lead to the loss of user data and leakage of private

information. So, a new protocol was proposed [20]. It is

based on algebraic signatures for data possession verification,

allowing the third party to audit the integrity of outsourced

data. It supports an unlimited number of integrity verifica-

tions and data privacy protections, but does not support data

dynamic operations.

Wang et al. [21] proposed a scheme for provable data

possession based on BLS homomorphic signature [22] and

RS error-correcting codes. This scheme uses the Merkle hash

tree and BLS signature mechanism to ensure the correctness

of data blocks, supports public validation and data dynamics.

Nevertheless, there may be a risk of leaking user privacy.

Subsequently, a scheme for provable data possession was

proposed. It uses random masking techniques to ensure data

privacy and supports publicly audited [23]. Based on this

scheme, Mukundan et al. [24] proposed a BLS-based data

possession certification model that uses homomorphic tag

technology to support public verification in a multi-copy

cooperative storage environment.

Literature [25] proposes to integrate cloud computing and

Internet-of-Things with physical medical equipment into a

distributed network to build a health care system. A privacy-

protected data integrity verification model is proposed by

using a lightweight stream authentication data structure for

the system. The model uses FHMT to ensure data integrity

while using a symmetric encryption scheme to protect the

privacy of user data. However, the program did not implement

public verification.

In summary, most of the existing data integrity verification

schemes are based on RSA [11]–[15] and BLS signatures

[16], [21], [24]. The computational overhead is too heavy

during the signing process based on the RSA scheme. The

scheme based on the BLS signature requires a special hash

function H:{0,1}∗ → G1 to be used for signing the data,

and the efficiency is low. In the bulk audit environment of

the IoT, signature efficiency in the provable data possession

process remains to be improved, and privacy protection needs

to be further strengthened. Recently, Rossi and Schmid [26]

proposed an identity authentication signature scheme based

on ZSS, but their scheme is insecure and cannot resist forgery

attacks and key disclosure attacks [27]. Therefore, this paper

proposes a data integrity verification scheme based on ZSS

short-signature [7] to improve the efficiency of the signature,

reduce the computation and storage overhead in the signing

process. At the same time, the scheme proved to be secure

and could implement privacy protection and public auditing.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. BASIC CONCEPTS

Definition 1 (Bilinear Mapping): Let G1 and G2 are cyclic

groups of order q, and the generator of G1 is P. Let e : G1 ×

G1→ G2, be a map with the following properties [28]:

1) Bilinearity:

e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab,

e(u, kv) = e(ku, v) = e(u, k)e(u, v),

for ∀u, v, k ∈ G1,∀a, b ∈ Zq.

2) Computability: For any u, v ∈ G1, e(u, v) is com-

putable in polynomial time.

3) Non-degeneracy: There exists σ ∈ G1 such that

e(σ, σ ) 6= 1, then, the e is non-degeneracy.

Definition 2 (Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem):

Assuming that G0, G1 and G2 are cyclic groups of order

prime q, Let e : G0 × G1 → G2, be a map with exists

h ∈ G0,H ∈ G1, if e(h,H ) 6= 1, then the e is non-degeneracy.

Computing the probability AdvCDHA that the adversary A

will solve the CDH difficulty problem:

AdvCDHA = Pr[A(P,H ,Ha)

= Pa|
R

P←G0;
R

H ←G1;
R

a←Z|G1|] < ε (1)

If adversary A can solve the above problem with non-

negligible probability ε for all the polynomial time t , then

the CDH problem is a (t , ε)- difficult problem. In other words,

the mapping e is (t , ε)-secure, if and only if the CDH problem

is (t , ε)- difficult problem.

Definition 3 (Security Signature): The forger acquires mul-

tiple message signatures on the polynomial from the message

signed by the signer and has only the public key. In this situ-

ation, if it is not feasible to generate a correct message signa-

ture pair, then the signature mechanism S has unforgeability

against adaptive chosen message attacks. In other words, for

every probabilistic polynomial time forger algorithm F there

does not exist a non-negligible probability ε [29].

Definition 4: After at most qH hash prediction queries

and qS signature queries, if no polynomial bounded adver-

sary A can output a correct forged signature with at least

probability ε in time t , that is, no adversary can win the

game (Challenge Games) with the advantage at least ε. So,

signature scheme S is (t , qH , qS , ε)-secure under adaptive

chosen message attacks, and it is unforgeable.
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Definition 5 k -CAA(Collusion Attack With k Traitors

[30]): This problem was proposed by Mitsunari et, al. in

document [31] for the security basis of the traitor tracing

scheme. In this article, we use it to prove the security of

the signature mechanism ZSS. This algorithm means that

let k be an integer, and x ∈ Zq,, P ∈ G1, given {P,Q =

xP, h1, . . . ., hk ∈ Zq,
1

h1+x
P, . . . , 1

hk+x
P}, to compute 1

h+x
P

for any h ∈ {h1, . . . ., hk}. If for all polynomial time t,

adversaries A have:

Advk − CAAA

= Pr















A(P,Q=xP,
1

h1 + x
P, . . . ,

1

hk + x
P)

=
1

h1 + x
P

|x ∈ Zq,P ∈ G1, h1, . . . , hk ∈ Zq,

h /∈ {h1, . . . , hk}















< ε (2)

That is the k-CAA problem is (t , ε)-difficult, which means

there is no polynomial time algorithm to solve it with non-

negligible probability ε.

Definition 6 (RandomMasking):Our approach ensures the

privacy of user data during the auditing process by employing

a random masking vi to hide µ, a linear combination of the

data blocks.

B. CHALLENGE GAMES

The adaptive selection message attacking game adopted by

this signature scheme is an interactive game between Chal-

lengerC and adversary A . The game consists of the following

three phases:

1) Setup. Challenger C obtains a new public and private

key pair as (pk, sk) by the key generation algorithm. C sends

the public key pk to A and saves sk.

2) Attack. The adversary A performs a polynomially

bounded signature query. In the signature query, a messagem

is submitted to the challenger C . C runs the signature oracle

O and returns the signature result σ = Sign(sk,m) to A .

3) Forgery. Adversary A forged the message m∗ and its

signature σ ∗. The adversary will succeed if the following

holds:

• The signature σ ∗ is a valid signature. Then,

Verify(pk,m∗, σ ∗) does not return an error message.

• The adversary A did not ask a signature query for

message m∗.

C. DATA INTEGRITY VERIFICATION SCHEME BASED ON

BLS SIGNATURE

The BLS signature mechanism is a short message signature

mechanism proposed by Boneh et al. [22]. Under the same

security conditions, the signature bits of RSA, DSA, and BLS

are 1024 bits, 320 bits, and 160 bits. The BLS signature

mechanism requires a shorter number of signatures and can

aggregate multiple signatures into one signature with good

homomorphism. The PDP mechanism based on BLS signa-

ture supports public verification and meets the lightweight

design requirements of cloud storage [32]. At present, there

are many data integrity verification schemes based on BLS.

Wang et al. [23] proposed a BLS-based data possession

proof scheme. When the public verification was performed,

the adversary could pass the verification with forged evidence

without obtaining the user’s data. In addition, the hash func-

tion H(� ): {0,1}∗ → G1 was used in that scheme. This

function is a map-to-point (MTP, It was proposed by Boneh,

Lynn, and Shacham in the literature [22]) hash function and

needs to map the signed message to an element in the group

G1. The efficiency is low. Therefore, the secure hash func-

tion H(�): {0,1}∗ → Z∗q is used in this paper. It can be a

general cryptographic hash function such as MD5 or SHA-1.

While ensuring security, signature efficiency is effectively

improved. Please refer to section V for specific efficiency

analysis.

IV. OUR PROPOSED DATA INTEGRITY VERIFICATION

SCHEME

A. ZSS SIGNATURE

ZSS short signature is based on a bilinear pairing proposed

by Zhang et al. [7]. The principle is consistent with BLS to

construct a signature system that is difficult to CDH problem

in group G, and the signature system is less overhead than

BLS. We describe the ZSS signature as the following four

phases:

1) ParamGen. Generate system parameters are {G1,G2, q,

P,H , e}

2) KeyGen. Randomly selects x ∈ z∗q and computes

Ppub = xP. Ppub is the public key and x is the private

key.

3) Sign. Use private key x and a message m to computes

signature S = 1
H (m)+x

P.

4) Ver. Given public key Ppub, message m, signature S,

verify if e(H (m)P + Ppub, S) = e(P,P). The verifica-

tion works because of the following equations:

e(H (m)P+ Ppub, S) = e((H (m)+x)P, (H (m)+x)−1P)

= e(P,P)(H (m)+x).(H (m)+x)−1

= e(P,P) (3)

B. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model diagram in our scheme is shown

in Figure 1. The model is mainly composed of clients, cloud

storage servers and third-party auditors (TPA).

1) CLIENT

Mainly refers to users and data collection devices that have

data storage requirements. The IoT’s network control center

stores the user data collected by the sensor on the cloud stor-

age server provided by the CSP, and the client can establish

communication with the cloud storage server.

2) CLOUD STORAGE SERVER

The computing resources, network resources, and storage

resources provided by the cloud service provider CSP and be

used to store user’s data.
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FIGURE 1. Data possession verification model.

3) THIRD-PARTY AUDITORS (TPA)

An independent, trusted third-party with expertise and capa-

bilities. It doesn’t know the stored data. After the user’s

authorization, instead of the user, it initiates data-possession

verification to the cloud storage server and completes the

data-possession verification or auditing.

In our model, users store data in the cloud storage

server. In order to reduce storage costs, users will not save

the original data locally. Therefore, the user needs to perform

a data-possession verification in the cloud storage server to

ensure data integrity and availability. In order to reduce the

user’s computational overhead and the communication over-

head between the user and the cloud storage server, a third-

party auditor TPA is introduced to instead of the user to

implement the possessive verification, and only the verifica-

tion result is returned to the user. Among that, TPA needs to

complete the possession validation of data without obtaining

user’s data, to protect the data privacy. And the user is not

affected by the complexity of the verification data, which

make the verification easier and improve the efficiency. Cloud

storage server stores multiple copies of data for multiple

users. It is required to respond to the challenge initiated by

the TPA and return evidence to the TPA.

C. BASIC DEFINITION OF THE SCHEME

Our scheme consists mainly of the following four algorithms:

KeyGen(k) → (pk, sk): Enter the security parameter k ,

output the user’s public key pk and private key sk.

SigGen(sk, m) → σ : Input a file m, a secret key sk, and

output the signature set of the data block σ .

GenProof(m, σ ,chal)→ Pf: It takes as inputs a filem, a sig-

nature collection σ of data blocks and the generated challenge

message chal. It returns a proof of possession Pf for the

specified data block that is determined by the challenge chal.

VerifyProof(chal, Pf)→{TRUE, FALSE}: It takes a chal-

lenge message chal and an integrity proof Pf as input, then,

outputs the verification result TRUE or FALSE. If the verifi-

cation passes, output TRUE, otherwise output FALSE.

D. THE BASIC SIGNATURE SCHEME

We define the system parameters in our scheme as follows.

It is assumed that group G1 is a cyclic additive group gen-

erated by P, G2 is a cyclic multiplicative group. The order

of G1 and G2 is q. Zq denotes the integer ring of the mod q.

Given bilinear pairing e : G1 × G1 → G2. Define a safe

hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ. Given φ(i, j): Z∗q ×

{1, 2, . . . , n} → {1, 2, . . . , n} is a pseudo-random function

where k0 ∈ Z
∗
q and |q| ≥ λ ≥ 160.

Our scheme has four stages: key generation, signature,

challenge and verification.

1) KEY GENERATION

KeyGen()→(pk, sk). In the key generation stage, the client

generates public key and private key. The user randomly

selects x ∈ Z∗q , calculates Y = xP, and gets the public key pk

is Y and the private key sk is x.

2) SIGNATURE

SigGen(sk, m)→ σ . In the signing phase, the client generates

the signature of data block. The file m is divided into data

blocks {m1,m2, . . . ,mn}, wherein the signature of the block

mi is [33]:

σi =
1

H (mi)+ x
P (4)

Then, the signature of the file m is σ = (σ1, σ2, . . . , σn).

The client sends {m, σ} to the CSP, sends σ to the TPA, and

deletes the file m locally.

Challenges are generated by the TPA, and challenge mes-

sages are sent to the CSP. The TPA selects c elements from the

set {1, 2, . . . , n} to form the set I = {s1, s2, . . . , sc}, where

1 ≤ s1 ≤ . . . ≤ sc ≤ n. For each i ∈ I , the TPA generates a

pseudo-random number vi = φ(k0, i), and sends a challenge

message chal = {(i, vi)}s1≤i≤sc to CSP.

3) CHALLENGE

GenProof(m, σ , chal)→ Pf. The CSP receives the challenge

message chal, the signature {σi}s1<i<sc of challenge data

blocks, and then calculates:

R =

sc
∑

i=s1

viY (5)

µ =

sc
∑

i=s1

viH (mi)P (6)

η = P− P2
sc

∑

i=s1

vi

σi
(7)

In Equations (5)-(7), Y is the public key, Y = xP, P is a public

parameter and P ∈ G1, vi is the random number generated

by TPA. After executing the evidence generation algorithm

GenProof, CSP will send evidence Pf = {R, µ, η} to TPA.

4) VERIFICATION

VerifyProof(chal, Pf)→{TRUE, FALSE}. During this phase,

after receiving the evidence Pf, the TPA verifies signature

{σi}s1<i<sc of data blocks. TPA verifies whether the challenge

data block is correctly possessed by the following equations:

e(η,P) · e(µ+ R,P) = e(P,P) (8)
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If the equation is true, outputs TRUE, otherwise, outputs

FLASE.

E. GOAL ANALYSIS

1) PRIVACY PROTECTION

In our signature mechanism, H is an anti-collision hash

function, so the adversary cannot get the data information

through the signature σi =
1

H (mi)+x
P. The adversary cannot

obtain user’s privacy information by intercepting the signa-

ture information, which effectively ensuring the privacy of

the user data. In addition, compared with Zhang’s ZSS [7]

signature algorithm, we use the random masking technique

during the signature and challenge phases to prevent the TPA

from learning about the data; thus, preserving the user’s (data)

privacy.

2) PUBLIC AUDIT

On the premise of user authorization and privacy protection,

by introducing a third-party auditor (TPA)to support public

auditing in the data validation process. Instead of the user,

TPA initiates data-possession verification to the cloud storage

server and completes verification or auditing.

3) AUDITING CORRECTNESS

Our scheme can effectively prevent forgery attacks. That is,

it can effectively prevent attackers who forge Pf = {R, µ, η}

from passing the audit of TPA. Section V Theorem 3 provides

specific proofs.

4) LIGHTWEIGHT

This solution shortens the signature time through the pro-

posed short signature scheme, effectively reducing the

client’s computational overhead. It can effectively improve

the efficiency of signatures in the scenario of multiple users,

large data scale or larger number of data blocks. And by

introducing a third-party auditor TPA instead of the user

to implement the possessing verification, reduce the client’s

auditing overhead and the communication overhead in the

verification process.

V. ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEME

A. CORRECTNESS ANALYSIS

Theorem 1: According to the provable data possession

scheme proposed in this paper, if the TPA and CSP can reply

and pass the data possession validation, the correctness of the

scheme is proved.

Proof: According to the scheme of this paper, in the verifi-

cation phase, if the message returned during the interaction

between the TPA and the CSP is correct, then, the TPA

receives the proof Pf = {R, µ, η} sent by CSP is correct.

The calculation of the following TPA proves the correctness

of this scheme.

e (η,P) · e (µ+ R,P)

= e



P− P2
sc

∑

i=s1

vi

σi
,P



 · e





sc
∑

i=s1

viH (mi)P+

sc
∑

i=s1

viY ,P





= e



P− P2
sc

∑

i=s1

vi(H (mi)+ x)

P
,P



 ·

e





sc
∑

i=s1

vi(H (mi)+ x)P,P





= e



−

sc
∑

i=s1

vi(H (mi)+ x)P,P



 · e (P,P) ·

e





sc
∑

i=s1

vi(H (mi)+ x)P,P



 = e (P,P) (9)

B. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Theorem 2: Given the evidence Pf = {R, µ, η} provided by

CSP, TPA cannot recover user’s data.

Proof: Assume that under the random oracle model, there

is a simulator P that can generate a correct reply without

obtaining user privacy data. Given TPA as an adversary A .

A simulates the input and output of the TPA by constructing

a simulator P . P possesses public information such as public

key and tag values. A uses P by rewinding technology to

crack the signature mechanism in this paper and obtain user’s

data information.

A inputs the set {s1, s2, . . . , sc} and challenge infor-

mation {R, µ, η}, when the function VerifyProof outputs

TRUE or FLASE, A outputs the result O’. Constructing the

simulator P to do the following:

1)The simulator P chooses random numbers i ∈ Zq and

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.

2) P selects c elements from the set {1, 2, . . . , n} to form

a new set I = {s1, s2, . . . , sc}.

3) P generates a challenge message chal = {(i, vi)}s1≤i≤sc
and sends it to the CSP, then P outputs the result O’.

4) Assume that the correct data obtained by A is η, and

the element R′ is randomly selected in Zq. Then inputIn =

{I ′, chal, η,R′}, the P will output Out = {O′, In}.

5)When verifying, A gets InT = {I , chal,R
′, η, µ′} by

inputting information.

When the CSP is trusted, P outputs O′ = 1. In carrying

out the possession validation, P uses η = P − P2
sc
∑

i=s1

vi
σi
, R′

andµ′ to challenge the data whether to be possessed correctly

by verifying the equation e (η,P) · e
(

µ′ + R′,P
)

= e (P,P).

Where vi is randomly assigned by the TPA. According toH is

an anti-collision hash function in this signature mechanism,

A cannot obtain data information through the signature σi =

(1/(H (mi)+ x))P. Therefore, during the verification process,

P cannot obtain user’s privacy information. This effectively

ensuring user’s data privacy.

Theorem 3: If there is a (t , qH , qS , ε)-adversary A using

adaptive selection message attack against our scheme, then

there is a (t ′, ε′)-algorithm F can solve qS -CAA. That

is, the probability of any adversary passing the integrity
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verification by forging signature evidence is negligible, when

ε′ ≥

(

qS

qH

)qs

·
(qS

n

)

· ε and t ′ = t.

Proof: For the signature mechanism proposed in this paper,

the hash query H (mi) is performed before signing the data

block mi. Assume that (t , qH , qS , ε)- adversary A can

used adaptive selection message attack method cracked the

proposed signature scheme in this paper, and constructed a

(t ′, ε′)- algorithm F to solve qS -CAA.

Suppose F does the following challenge: Given P ∈ G1,

Q = xP, h1, . . . , hqs ∈ Zq, (h1+x)
−1P, . . ., and (hqs+x)

−1P,

to calculate (h + x)−1P for any h ∈ {h1, . . . ., hqs}. F fakes

the signer, uses public key pk = Q and replies hash function

query and signature query. Then, challenges the following:

S1: F prepares qH replies {w1,w2, . . . ,wq
H
} to the hash

oracle and given h1, . . . ., hqs which are distributed randomly

in the response set.

S2: A performs hash oracle query on mi(1 ≤ i ≤ qH ).

F sends the query result wi to A and sends the challenge

information chal to A .

S3: A makes a signature oracle query on wi. If wi = hj, F

returns a reply message (hj+x)
−1P to A , otherwise the query

is terminated. The probability of F’s success is P1 ≥ qS/qH
at this stage.

S4: A uses the response (hj+x)
−1P and the challenge chal,

finally, A terminates the query and outputs the signature pair

{mi, σi}1≤i≤qH . The hash value of mi is wl , and A calculates

the evidence Pf = {R, µ, η} by the challenge. If it satisfies:

e (η,P) · e (µ+ R,P) = e (P,P) . (10)

Then the signature pair {mi, σi}1≤i≤qH is legally forged.

At this time, H (mi) = wl and σi = (wl + x)
−1P, A outputs

{wl, σi} as a prediction challenge for F . The probability of F

success at this stage is P2 ≥
qS
qH
·
qH
c
· c
n
=

qS
n
.

The signature oracle query of this scheme regards hash

function as a random prediction. The running time of F is

the same as A , that is, t ′ = t . For all signature oracle queries,

the probability of algorithm F succeeds after completing

steps S3 and S4 is

ε′ ≥ (P1)
qS · P2 · ε =

(

qS

qH

)qS

·
(qS

n

)

· ε.

C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This section mainly analyzes the computational overhead,

storage overhead, and communication overhead. Experimen-

tal environment: With an Intel Core i7-4790 3.60 GHz work-

station CPU, the memory size is 12G and the operating

system is Windows7. In this paper, the elliptic curve domain

is used to representG1 andG2, the ECC key size is 160bit, and

the random number size is 80bit. Experiments were carried

out under the environment of PBC−0.4.7 and VC++ 6.0.

Suppose that file m is divided into n data blocks as

{m1,m2, . . . ,mn}, the provable data possession scheme based

on the BLS and ZSS are compared between computational

overhead and communication overhead.

1) COMPUTATIONAL OVERHEAD

In the BLS-based signature mechanism, we denote the addi-

tion on Zq by AddZq , the exponential operation in G1 as

ExpG1
, the multiplication in Zq as MulZq , and HashG1

rep-

resents the Map-To-Point hash operation into the group G1.

The notation MulExpG1
represents multiplication operation

n-term exponentiations like
n
∏

i=1

σ
vi
i , and PairG1

,G2 denotes

pairing operation e(ui, gi), where ui ∈ G1, gi ∈ G2. The client

computes the data blocks signature σi = (H (mi) ·u
mi )x ∈ G1.

Therefore, the client needs to perform n MTP operations

as nHashG1
. The server calculates a random factor R =

e(u, v)r ∈ G2, an aggregated authenticator σ =
n
∏

i=1

σ
vi
i ∈ G1,

and a linear combination µ = γ ·
n
∑

i=1

vimi + r ∈ Zq,where

γ = h(R) ∈ Zq. Assume that the challenge message chal

generated by TPA in the verification phase includes c random

blocks. Under this setting, the computation cost of CSP is:

cMulExpG1
+ ExpG2

+ HashZq + cAddZq + (c+ 1)MulZq .

TPA needs to reply the evidence Pf = {R, µ, σ }, and its

computational cost is:

HashZq + cMulExpG1
+ cHashG1

+ 3ExpG1

+2PairG1,G2
+MulG1

+MulG2

Our scheme is based on ZSS signature mechanism and we

use a general cryptographic hash function such as MD5, not a

map-to-point (MTP) hash function likeHashG1
in BLS-based

schemes. The client needs to perform n hash operations: n

HashZq , the computation cost of the CSP is:

cHashZq + 2cAddZq + (c+ 1)AddG1
+ cInvertZq

+4MulG1
+MulZq .

The computation cost of the TPA is: MulG2
+ 2PairG1,G1

.

Among them, the average computation time of HashG1
is

about 14.5ms, while theHashZq is about 0.001ms. Obviously,

HashG1
requires more computing time thanHashZq . The hash

calculation results are compared as shown in Figure 2. The

calculation time based on HashZq is too small. In order to

FIGURE 2. Operation time comparison for hash functions HashZq
and

HashG1
.
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FIGURE 3. Operation time for hash functions HashZq
.

FIGURE 4. Signature time comparison for the two mechanisms.

make the reader see more clearly, the calculation time of

HashZq is shown in Figure 3.

HashG1
denotes the Map-To-Point hash operation in the

BLS mechanism, and HashZq is the hash function used in

this scheme. As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the HashZq -

based signature calculation cost is much lower than that of

theHashG1
-based signature. In the signature process,HashZq

is used in this solution, and the computational overhead is

significantly lower than that of the BLS schema.

When the user’s data block size is fixed (for example,

the size is 1 KB). As the number of data blocks increases,

the signature time required for a signature scheme based on

the ZSS takes less than that based on the BLS, as shown

in Figure 4.

We use parameter Mul G1 to denote the point scalar mul-

tiplication and use InvertZq denote the inversion in Zq. The

comparison of the computational overhead for these two

schemes is shown in Table 1.

First, our scheme uses a generic hash function Hashzq :

{0, 1}∗ → Z∗q in the signature phase, for example, MD5,

while the hash function for BLS-based scheme is a MTP hash

function HashG1
: {0, 1}∗ → G1, which maps strings uni-

formly to the groupG1. The comparison of the computational

overhead of these two hash functions is shown in Figure 2.

Obviously, the computational overhead of using the MTP

hash function HashG1
is much larger than the hash function

HashZq we use. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4, in the

signature phase, the computational cost of our scheme is

TABLE 1. Computational overhead comparison.

smaller than that of BLS-based schemes. Second, our scheme

uses Equation (8) to verify the integrity of the stored data.

On the left side of Equation (8), there are two pairing, one

multiplication and one addition operations are denoted as:

MulG2
+ 2 PairG1

,G1+AddZq, while on the right side of

Equation (8) we have a pairing operation e (P,P) can be pre-

calculated after generating a public-private key pair, since P

is a public parameter. Therefore, as shown in table 1, the main

computational cost of our scheme in the verification phase is

2PairG1
,G1+cHashZq, and the number of pairing operations

is the same as that in BLS-based scheme, but the overhead of

hash calculation and power exponential calculation is signif-

icantly less than that of BLS-based scheme. So, through the

above analysis, our solution is indeed more efficient than the

BLS-based solution.

2) COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD

The extra communication overhead of the scheme based on

the BLS signature mechanism is about 960bits [23]. In the

scheme based on the ZSS signature mechanism, the extra

communication overhead generated by the client is mainly the

signature value uploaded to the CSP, which is approximately

160 bits. The extra communication overhead for the TPA to

initiate the challenge message chal to the CSP is approxi-

mately 80bits and the proof of possession Pf = {R, µ, η}

sent by the CSP is approximately 480bits. Therefore, the extra

communication overhead generated by the ZSS-based sig-

nature mechanism is approximately 720bits, which is less

than the communication overhead required by the BLS-based

signature mechanism.

3) STORAGE OVERHEAD

The scheme based on the BLS signature mechanism and the

scheme based on the ZSS signature mechanism designed in

this paper have the same storage overhead.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The integration of cloud and IoT have become highly

pervasive. Cloud-assisted Internet of Things will promote

the development of ‘‘digitalization’’ and ‘‘intelligence’’ in

human society. Aiming at the data security problem of

cloud and IoT storage systems, this paper proposed new

data integrity checking scheme combining ZSS signature.
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The scheme fully considers security, scalability and privacy

protection to meet the requirements of computing, communi-

cation and storage functions of data analysis applications with

large amounts of aggregated data in the Internet of things.

And our scheme has the following advantages:

1) A new remote data integrity verification scheme is

implemented, which maintains the data integrity in IoT from

the perspective of storage.

2) Using the ZSS signature algorithm, the computational

overhead of the hash function is reduced than the BLS algo-

rithm in the process of signature. Experiments show that this

solution has less computational and communication overhead

than existing RSA-based and BLS-based data integrity solu-

tions.

3) Compared with Zhang’s ZSS signature scheme [7], our

scheme supports public auditing by introducing a trusted

third party (TPA) and uses the random masking technique to

preserving data privacy.

4) Based on the difficulty assumption of CDH, we prove

that the scheme can resist adaptive selection message attack

under the random oracle model.

However, compared with the BLS-based signature scheme

in most existing cloud environments, this paper also has some

shortcomings. For example, this scheme does not apply to

data integrity verification in multiple replicas environments.

Therefore, our next plan is to study a data integrity verifica-

tion scheme that is more real-time and suitable for multi-copy

environments. And to further enhance security by a signature

mechanism that does not rely on the random oracle model.
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